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Targeting Treatment of Soft Tissue Sarcomas (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2004

	The last decade we have witnessed a major change in the

	development of new techniques and agents for the treatment of cancer in

	general, and for soft tissue sarcomas in particular. The important

	achievements of molecular biology research have changed the landscape

	markedly. Increasingly subtypes of soft tissue sarcomas are shown...
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Work (The Art of Living Series)Acumen Publishing, 2008

	Work is one of the most universal features of human life; virtually everybody spends some part of their life at work. It is often associated with tedium and boredom; in conflict with the things we would otherwise love to do. Thinking of work primarily as a burden - an activity we would rather be without - is a thought that was shared by the...
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Professional Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Workflow ProgrammingWrox Press, 2008
Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) 3.0 and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007 provide you with a rich framework for collaborative applications. Packed with practical, real-world examples, this book offers you clear instructions for implementing workflow, custom activities, and conditions into SharePoint applications....
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Writing for Digital MediaRoutledge, 2010


	In the digital age, we are all consumers and producers, readers and publishers

	alike. The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish his or her writing

	online almost instantaneously for all the world to read.





	The evolution of digital media has introduced both unprecedented challenges

	and opportunities for...
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Design and Control of Workflow Processes: Business Process Management for the Service Industry (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	The motivation behind the conception of this monograph was to advance scientific knowledge about the design and control of workflow processes. A workflow pr- ess (or workflow for short) is a specific type of business process, a way of or- nizing work and resources. Workflows are commonly found within large admin- trative organizations such as...
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Data Mining: A Knowledge Discovery ApproachSpringer, 2007

	
		“If you torture the data long enough, Nature will confess,” said 1991 Nobel-winning economist
	
		Ronald Coase. The statement is still true. However, achieving this lofty goal is not easy. First,
	
		“long enough” may, in practice, be “too long” in many applications and thus unacceptable. Second,...
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Europe in Crisis: Bolt from the Blue?Routledge, 2012

	This book analyzes the European Great Recession of 2008-12, its economic and social causes, its historical roots, and the policies adopted by the European Union to find a way out of it. It contains explicit debates with several economists and analysts on some of the most controversial questions about the causes of the crisis and the policies...
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Essential Windows Workflow Foundation (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
  

Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) is a groundbreaking approach to writing and executing programs. WF programs are assembled out of resumable program statements called activities, which provide encapsulation of both domainspecific logic and control flow patterns reflective of real-world...
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Structure-based Drug DiscoverySpringer, 2007

	This book describes some of the most exciting developments for the discovery of new drugs, such as Fragment-based methods. It contains the latest developments in technologies that can be used to obtain the 3-D structures. This book includes experimental approaches using X-ray crystallography and NMR for Fragment-based screening as well as...
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Moodle SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moving your classes and resources online with a Learning Management System such as Moodle opens up a whole world of possibilities for teaching your students. However, it also opens up a number of threats as your students, private information, and resources become vulnerable to cyber attacks. Learn how to safeguard Moodle to keep the bad guys...
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The Flash MX ProjectNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Learn Macromedia Flash MX from the absolute beginning through The Flash MX Project. This book begins with web project  management concerns and challenges as well as Web design considerations and  concepts, and then quickly progresses through beginning and intermediate Flash  MX skills. The...
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Reporting with Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Professional Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Learn to quickly create reports in SSRS and Power View as well as understand the best use of each reporting tool


	Overview

	
		Empowers a highly visual design experience
	
		Increase productivity and proactive intelligence through operational or ad hoc reports
	
		Reporting with Microsoft...
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